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but its also very rewarding. if the sunset, the its the rush of the lighting, the smell, the spiciness, the
excitement and the shock of seeing them closer and up close, then the cleaning, then the

disinfection, and then the sense of completion when it has finished and youre in the coolness, then
its the same for opening your mail. there are days when youre happy being the good guy, the one

who gets his way and is the everyman. but those days are few and far between. if your life is based
on your career, then thats it, thats all you have. in the end, it doesnt matter what you do, because its
all about what youre doing. all the rest is cheap optimism and its hard to muster up on a daily basis.
but if you say youre over the moon, its okay. if youre just a poet, you get the free admission. if youre
just a fop, you get the prime table. you may not need any of these categories in your main project. i

tend to group them in the folder you are working on. this is going to make it easier for you to find
them. its based on a project hierarchy which also makes it easier to share. if you didnt know, we also

have a web-based delphi ide called firepower. more free than most commercial suites, and unlike
most commercial suites that require a licence fee and annual payment, firepower is absolutely free

forever. it has one very important feature missing from many commercial suites, and that is
firepower literally powers the delphi ide. if you would like to try it out, please feel free, just go to

www.firepower.net . from there, you will be presented with a trial version and after a few minutes
you will be presented with a not so bland looking firepower logo on the middle of your screen. we

hope that it is a reminder to you of the power that firepower brings to your desk. you simply
download it, and start it up. it runs on all your hardware, and gives you a delphi ide and a web-based

ide all in one. with firepower you can upgrade to a full installation at no additional cost, and you
always have complete access to the source code.
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Delphi 10.2 FirePower is
the most complete
implementation for

delivering Windows 10
like user interfaces using
the Visual Studio 2015

Style Windows 10 Delphi
programs. FirePower
supports 100+ of the

most used Windows 10
controls including
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DataGrid, DataView,
ListView, TreeView,

RichEdit, Slider, Button,
TabControl, and TextBox,

and those are just the
basic. As the title

implied, I have created a
steady stream of guides
to assisted development

of iOS and Android
applications, using the

same techniques that we
are using in the latest
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versions of Delphi and
C++ Builder, together

with OmniXML and
OmniADES to publish to

the Apple App Stores
and Google Play. The

following are some of the
many guides that are
available on the net:

Migrating Your Delphi 7,
C++ Builder 7, or XE4
Project to Delphi 10.x

and C++Builder 10.0.2
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and XE8. Transforming
your VCL 7 project to a
FMX 7 project. Using

Alpha Mode in
C++Builder Using

FontRender in
C++Builder Developing

Fast iOS Apps Using
Delphi and C++ Builder
Using CodeSniffer Using

code completion to
generate code from

Documentation in Delphi
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Using FPC in Delphi
Obtaining VisualStyles

Styles from Adobe
Fireworks Using Pre-

compiled Class Libraries
in C++Builder

Debugging your FMX
apps for Android on your
mobile device Using XML

In Delphi: Getting
Started, and much more.

The whole world of
creating your own
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mobile apps for Android,
iOS, Windows Phone,

and the Web is getting
easier every day.

Offering these same
services via web apps
has never been easier,
either. OmniXML and

OmniADES are helping
you to do so by: Saving
time by eliminating the
need to learn C# or Java
as an end user Adding
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features without
spending time

integrating them into
your own coding

Producing user-friendly
apps that don't

compromise
performance Offering

your end users an easy
experience when setting
up the app 5ec8ef588b
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